
. Hacking Minigame

You know about the Minigame Corporation: みにがめ? It’s pronounced “mee-nee-Gah-may,” 

and means, roughly, “Aquarius in the Body.” In the states it’s better known as the Aquarius 
Augmentation Company, and it is the most powerful organization in the world. Goverments, media 
empires, even the megacorps are powerless against its influence. And why? Because Aquarius runs the 
cybernetics. From neural stimulators to bionic arms to artificial hearts if you want to succeed in 
competitive business, or feel safe in your own block, or not have to worry about dying… well, then 
you see Aquarius. And you buy their reasonably-priced augments, and their free installations, and their 
incredibly expensive anti-rejection drugs. 

And if you think it’s fucked up that soldiers and autocrats and global organizations are all 
enslaved to one little company, you keep it to yourself, because if you don’t, you’ll disappear one day, 
and the cops will all turn a blind retinal implant.  

OR, you fight back the only way you can. Aquarius is huge… it’s not just that the left hand 
doesn’t know what thir right it up to, it’s that the left thumb doesn’t know the pinkie exists. AAC’s 
internal computer network is old, bloated, and all to accessable for someone who knows how to speak 
to computers. In the real world, Aquarius is untouchable. In the datastream, it’s a playground… and 
suddenly you’re the big new bully. 
 

What you need: A GM and about 3 players, each with a standard deck of cards, 10-sided die, 
eight coins or other small tokens, a pencil, and the character sheet. 

Character Creation: You have twelve points to divide among the following six programs. 

Password-cracker Used to Attack programs, allowing you to disable and overcome them. 

Intel-sniffer Your means of Perception in the ever-changing virtual world. 

Trace-bouncer Your digital Defense, used to keep admins from finding your box. 

Firewall-bypasser Used to Evade passive security measures for deeper access into networks. 

Log-spoofer How you Disguise your presence and trick enemy compu-techs. 

File-decrypter Needed to Access useful programs and turn them to your own ends. 

No program may have more than four points. Additionally, each player gets 5 + (the larger of 
Trace-bouncer or Firewall-bypasser) trace tokens, 1 + (the larger of Password-cracker or Intel-sniffer) 
virus tokens, and must write down one secret password. Passwords are 8 + (the larger of Log-spoofer 
or File-decrypter) letters long and must be words, names, or phrases (without spaces) that are 
correctly spelled; if there are extra spaces at the end, fill them with a meaningful number. In short, 
passwords must be guessable. Cover this password It is secret! 

 
How to play: The GM will describe the virtual world you are hacking into; you navigate it as best 

you can. Within the datastream, information is tangible… to a hacker, a comp-node with a security 
program is as real as a room with a guard, a digital firewall can be expressed as a massive gap in the 
datastream which must be leapt over, and an encrypted access point looks like a locked door. You are 
more akin to an avatar in a computer-generated world than a kid at a keyboard; you run, you jump, 
you fire code like bullets. For the most part, you can navigate nodes, sniff data, and talk to other users 
without trouble… until you start doing something you’re not supposed to, at which point you’ll need 
to deploy a hacking program. 

Using a program: Determine what program you’re using. For every point you have in that 
program, draw one card. Of the cards you drew, select ONE. The suit determines the power of your 
hack; any given task has a difficulty of Clubs, Hearts, Spades, or Diamonds (from lowest to highest). 
Most tasks are Hearts, difficult tasks are Spades, and nearly impossible ones are Diamonds… Clubs 
are tasks you cannot fail at, but still run a risk of getting caught. 

The number value of a card is determines the elegance of your hack; ace counts as 1, all face cards 
are 11. After you play your card, roll a d10; if the roll is LOWER THAN the value of your card, then 
you have tripped an alarm somewhere on the network… remove one coin from your trace tracker. 
Furthermore, face cards represent hacks where something went awry; whether you succeed or fail 
what you have attempted, something had happened to complicate your mission.  

Tactics and advantages: If you find an advantageous position or tactic before using a program, 
the GM may award you one or even two additional cards; if you allow yourself to get caught in a trap 
or otherwise hobbled, and the GM may declare that you should draw one card less. If you can justify 
an act via computer-logic, then you can do it. Put out a firewall by diverting information from a water-
reclamation plant to douse it? YES. Contrariwise, if you are relying on boring brute-force tactics, 
admins will get wise, and you’ll lose a card. 

Banging the keys: If you do not like the cards you drew, or if you cannot draw any cards, you 
can still hack the old-fashioned way: typing really, really fast. At any point you can discard your hand 
and draw one card to represent pure hacking prowess. The suit remains the same, but the value is 
ignored… you are automatically traced, whether you succeed or fail. 

Getting traced: As soon as admins see suspicious activity on the network, they will try to find 
where it is coming from; luckily, you can slow them down by bouncing your signal between multiple 
computers around the world. Trace tokens represent these bounces; whenever you lose one, the sysop 
is that much closer to finding you. When you lose your last trace token, you must either destroy your 
computer IMMEDIATELY or be reported to Aquarius’s internal security forces; either way, your 
character is gone from the game, permanently. Fortunately, you can regain your trace tokens by 
logging out and re-bouncing your signal, a process that takes about fifteen minutes, but may drop you 
at an unexpected (GM-determined) comp-node. 

Unleashing viruses: Viruses are tools PCs can use to infect a comp-node or program, making it 
easier to hack. During a conflict, a PC may spend a virus token to draw an extra card and then play 
TWO cards--one for its suit, and the other for its value. Unfortunately, sys-admins can compensate 
for viruses once they have been deployed, so PCs only get new tokens when they have taken several 
days off to program new viruses (i.e.: replenish tokens the start of a new session) or when a system 
takes a major blow, forcing compu-techs to scramble (i.e.: when a major quest-goal has been achieved, 
regain one token). 

Contests: When two or more PCs are in conflict with one another (racing to access a comp-node 
first, for instance) both draw a card as normal, with the better suit being victorious. In the event of a 
tie, whomever has the LOWER elegance value is victorious (regardless of whether he traced or not). 
If this is a tie, the conflict has no victor. 

Teamwork: PCs can work together; choose one to be the ‘active’ hacker, and the others are 
assisting. The PCs draw as many cards as they would if hacking normally, but each donates one card 
to the active hacker. The active hacker plays a card, succeeding or failing as normal; the remaining 
players must then discard their hands and draw one card, as if they were banging on the keys, except 
this card’s suit is ignored altogether, and its value will determine if they are traced. 

Combat: When fighting other hackers, admins, or security programs, actions must be broken 
down into cycles; every character acts once in a cycle, in the order in which they declare that they act. 
If there is disagreement, PCs act before NPCs, and those with fewer trace tokens act before those 
with more. If there are further disagreements, players may roll for initiative, with the lower roll going 
first. To attack an NPC, play a password-sniffer card versus its passive defense; when it attacks you, 
play a trace-bouncer versus its passive offence.  

Every time you successfully attack another party, you reveal a portion of their password. If at any 
point you learn or can guess the entire password, you may shout it out to disable the party entirely. 
(Note: if you acquire another hacker's password, you can disable her even if she has trace tokens. 
Additionally, you MAY share the passwords you acquire, or keep them secret.) Normally, each hit 
reveals one letter of the password, determined by the defender –if a password is alphanumeric, you 
must alternate revealing first numbers and then letters until only letters remain. Using a password 
DOES take up your action during a conflict. Changing a password takes time; you may only do so 
when not actively hacking (e.g.: at the start of a new scene). 

NPCs: GM-controlled characters do not hack, they only have baseline attributes that the PCs 
draw against; most programs are hearts in what they are made for and clubs elsewhere, nothing below 
a sys-admin is diamonds.  In addition, NPCs have a password, usually five or six letters with more 
powerful admins having longer passwords (up to, say, twenty for the chief administrator).



Hacking Minigame 
 
Name:           City:        
Megacorp allegiance:         OS:        
Augments?:                
Why am I fighting Aquarius?:             
 
What’s in my rig: 

Password-cracker 
(Attack) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
Intel-sniffer 
(Perception) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
Trace-bouncer 
(Defense) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
Firewall-bypasser 
(Evade) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
Log-spoofer 
(Disguise) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
File-decrypter 
(Use) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
 

Trace tokens:  

 

Viruses:  Names: Passwords: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

Your password (DON’T LET ANYBODY SEE IT!) 
 

           

 


